MISS MARY O. EVANS...

Onward to Denver
National Federation of Women's Clubs Headed
This Way

With scarcely six days before that enthusiastic State meeting of the various clubs of Colorado, and jurisdiction whose session will convene at Allen Hall A.M.E. Church, Cheyenne, Wyo., June 11 to 13, the greatest National Federation of Colored Women's Clubs in America will assemble in the same city. It is one of the largest meetings of its kind ever held in the United States, and is one of the greatest events of the kind that has ever been held in Denver. At the close of the session the final and complete arrangements will be made for the publication of the book, to be published, in detail, for the entertainment of this body of women. The program of the meeting is known to many of the artists, literary, business acumen, and general worthwhilness will be presented, and give their best to the interests of the Race. Five days will be consumed in discussing the questions which most vitally affects us, the lynching question, the induction of colored workers in the American army, the Crow discrimination, etc., because of the desired interest taken by these women, the majorities of the women of the state we are working like believers to bring the biggest success to Colorado, honoring Denver in particular. Already the difference between the Colorado and the Industrial Building of exhibits with certain things produced and made in Colorado and the West by Negroes. Sugar cane and cotton to be exhibited grown near Aguada. Collo, by Mrs. Dixie Gregg, an aerial plane made by the Harris & Caldwell Aronco, Inc., and the liquid coal from the Cosimopolitan Oil and Gas Co. will come shooting out as will be demonstrated by the Industrial Building of exhibits.

Any person having anything made of general interest which will bring honor or credit to Colorado and which is made in Colorado by the Negroes desires to exhibit in this same building in this county, the State, and the West, and the Negro's Industrial Building will be a grand success in the work of illustrating the general policies of that governmental body. The Negro's Industrial Building is the subject of much discussion in the city and in the State. We are looking forward to the day when the Negro's Industrial Building will be a reality.

As a result of the efforts of the women of the state, the Negro's Industrial Building will be a reality.

In that case, the women of the state who have struggled so long and so hard for the rights of the Negro will be able to show the world that the Negro can do and be as good as any other race.

And again to you, Most Worshipful Grand Master, without any solicitation you have reached the majority of the women who are going to make the Negro's Industrial Building a success. The most successful effort will be made for the development of the Negro's Industrial Building.

It is a great consolation to us to know that people are not going to trust me with a few dollars to help a worthy cause.
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It is a great consolation to us to know that people are not going to trust me with a few dollars to help a worthy cause.

To you an itemized report of all receipts and disbursements, thanking you on behalf of Alonzo Parkham and ourselves.

May the love of God always be with you. And we earnestly thank the generous public for the general support of the National Federation of Women's Clubs, and for the support of the Negro's Industrial Building.

As the facts of the battle of democracy is much on this side of the water than on the other side and because it is difficult to explain why we are not as successful as we should be, the National Federation of Women's Clubs is working hard to bring about the realization of the dream of democracy.
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